EXPLORE. ENJOY.
with...

KAWASAKI

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
givimoto.com

NINJA 300 (13 > 17)
4108FZ

BF14
TE4108
4108KIT
D4108S

accessories

4108FZ

2

TE4108

D4108S

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top case. To be combined with the
MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with
the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined
with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of
the stop light kit or the remote control device on
the case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags
Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft
side bags. It can be mounted without the specific
rear rack 4108FZ using the 4108KIT
Specific kit to install the TE4108 without the
specific rear rack 4108FZ
Specific screen, smoked with logo GIVI-LCR
Team 42 x 34 cm (H x W). To be mounted
instead of the original screen / 9 cm higher than
the original

J125 / J300 (14 > 17)
SR4111
SR4111MM
4111DT
D4111KIT
TB4111 s

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case.
MONOKEY® plate included
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case.
M6M MONOLOCK® plate with space for a “u”
type padlock included
Specific screen, transparent 79,5 x 65 cm (H x
W). To be combined with the specific D4111KIT
fitting kit
Specific fitting kit for 4111DT
Specific backrest. It cannot be mounted if rack
and case are installed

accessories

SR4111

SR4111MM

4111DT

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

TB4111 s
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VERSYS-X 300 (17) NEW
E251
PL4121
BF29
D4121ST
TN4121
TL4121KIT
HP4121
ES4121

02SKIT

Universal MONOKEY® plate including fitting kit
to fit a case onto scooters or bikes with a rear
rack already fitted. To fit to the original rack
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side
cases
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags
Specific screen, transparent 48 x 40 cm (H x W).
To be mounted instead of the original screen / 14
cm higher than the original
Specific engine guard, black. 25 mm diameter
steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified
mechanic
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on
PL4121. To be combined with S250 and PL4121
/ it can can be mounted on either the right-hand
side or left-hand side of the motorcycle
Specific hand protectors in ABS
Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel
to widen the surface support area of the original
side stand
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the
S901A Smart Mount. The S901A is compatible
with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin
Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM)
and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

accessories

TL4121KIT
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PL4121

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

D4121ST

TN4121

VULCAN S 650 (15 > 17)
PL4115
TS4115B

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side
cases
Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier,
black

accessories

PL4115

TS4115B

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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VERSYS 650 (15 > 17) NEW

accessories

SR4114

6

PL4114

PLX4114

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

Specific rear chromed rack for MONOLOCK® or
MONOKEY® top case. To be combined with the
M5, M7, M8A or M8B MONOKEY® plate, or with
the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with
SR4114
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined
with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of
the stop light kit or the remote control device on
the case
Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side
cases. It can be mounted without the specific
rear rack SR4114 using the 4114KIT / To ensure
PL4114
the best visibility of the rear indicators mounted
with the cases, you need to relocate them by
using kit IN4114KIT
Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback
PL4114CAM
MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE. 18 mm diameter
Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY®
SIDE cases. It can be mounted without the
PLX4114
specific rear rack SR4114 using the 4114KIT /
you must move the indicators from their original
position
Specific kit to install the PLX4114 / PL4114 /
4114KIT
TE4114 without the specific rear rack SR4114
Specific kit to move the indicators to ensure the
IN4114KIT
best visibility with the cases fitted.
Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft
TE4114
side bags. It can only be mounted with SR4114
or 4114KIT
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags.
BF26
Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag
Specific screen, transparent, 53 x 44 cm (H x
D4114ST
W) . Compatible from ’15 to ’16 / to be mounted
instead of the original screen

TE4114

BF26

Specific screen, transparent 49 x 48 cm (H x
W). Compatible from ’15 to ’16 / to be mounted
instead of the original screen / 16 cm higher than
the original
Specific screen, transparent, 53 x 44 cm (H x W)
D4122ST
. Compatible from 17 / to be mounted instead of
the original screen
Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow.
Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension),
AF4105
width 48 cm. Compatible from ’15 to ’16 /
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted
instead of the original screen
Specific engine guard, black. 25 mm diameter
TN4114
steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified
mechanic
Stainless steel specific radiator guard black
PR4114
painted
MG4103
Specific ABS mudguard, black colour
Universal spray guard. It needs to be paired with
RM01
the specific mounting kit (RM4114KIT)
RM02
Universal spray guard
RM4114KIT Specific kit for spray guard RM01, RM02
Specific fitting kit for S310, S320 or S321
LS4114
spotlights where specific engine guard is not
present
HP4103
Specific hand protectors in ABS
Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel
ES4103
to widen the surface support area of the original
side stand
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the
windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L and
GPS-Smartphone holder. Compatible with the
FB4114
original windshield and the windshield D4114ST
/ For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B,
S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the
S901A Smart Mount. The S901A is compatible
with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin
05SKIT
Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM)
and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)
D4105ST

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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Z 650 (17) NEW
4117FZ

PLX4117
TE4117
BF28
A4117
PR4117

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top case. To be combined with the
MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with
the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined
with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of
the stop light kit or the remote control device on
the case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg
Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY®
SIDE cases
Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft
side bags
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags
Specific screen, smoked 28 x 33 cm (H x W).
Complete with specific fitting kit
Stainless steel specific radiator guard black
painted

accessories

4117FZ

8

PLX4117

TE4117

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

A4117

PR4117

Z 900 (17) NEW
4118FZ

TST4118
4118KIT
BF29
A4118
PR4118
HP4103

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or
MONOLOCK® top case. To be combined with the
MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with
the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with
the aluminium bag holder EX2M / if combined
with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of
the stop light kit or the remote control device on
the case / maximum load allowed 6 Kg
Specific holder for pair of side bags ST601
(Sport-T range). It can be mounted without the
specific rear rack 4118FZ using the 4118KIT
Specific kit to install the TST4118 without the
specific rear rack 4118FZ
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags
Specific screen, smoked 37 x 32 cm (H x W).
Complete with specific fitting kit
Stainless steel specific radiator guard black
painted
Specific hand protectors in ABS

accessories

4118FZ

TST4118

BF29

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

A4118

PR4118
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VERSYS 1000 (17) NEW
Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case.
MONOKEY® plate included
Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case. To
SR4105M
be combined with the plate already included in
the MONOLOCK® top case
Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY®
top case. Maximum load allowed 6kg / it does
SRA4105 s
not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case
Specific rapid release side case holder for
PLR4120
MONOKEY® cases
BF04
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags
Specific screen, transparent 53 x 48 cm (H x W).
D4120ST
To be mounted instead of the original screen / 20
cm higher than the original
Specific engine guard, black. 25 mm diameter
TN4113
steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified
mechanic
Stainless steel specific radiator guard black
PR4120
painted
Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on
PLR4120. To be combined with S250 and
TL1146KIT PLR4120 / it can can be mounted on either
the right-hand side or left-hand side of the
motorcycle
HP4103
Specific hand protectors in ABS
Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel
ES4120
to widen the surface support area of the original
side stand
Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the
windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L and
FB4120
GPS-Smartphone holder. For S902A, S920M,
S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B,
S957B
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the
S901A Smart Mount. The S901A is compatible
with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin
05SKIT
Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM)
and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)
SR4105

accessories

SR4105
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SRA4105 s

PLR4120

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

KAWASAKI

NINJA 250 R (08 > 12)

TE4107

s

4107KIT

s

KAWASAKI

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 4107FZ using the 4107KIT

Specific kit to install the TE4107 without the specific rear rack 4107FZ

NINJA 300 (13 > 17)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed
6 Kg

4108FZ
BF14

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

TE4108

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

4108KIT

Specific kit to install the TE4108 without the specific rear rack 4108FZ

D4108S

Specific screen, smoked with logo GIVI-LCR Team 42 x 34 cm (H x W)

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 4108FZ using the 4108KIT

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 9 cm higher than the original

KAWASAKI

J125 / J300 (14 > 17)

SR4111

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

SR4111MM

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

4111DT

Specific screen, transparent 79,5 x 65 cm (H x W)

D4111KIT

Specific fitting kit for 4111DT

TB4111

KAWASAKI
4116FZ

MONOKEY® plate included

M6M MONOLOCK® plate with space for a "u" type padlock included
to be combined with the specific D4111KIT fitting kit

s

Specific backrest

it cannot be mounted if rack and case are installed

Z300 (15 > 16)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed
6 Kg

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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05SKIT

KAWASAKI

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

VERSYS-X 300 (17)

Universal MONOKEY® plate including fitting kit to fit a case onto scooters or bikes with a rear rack already fitted

E251

to fit to the original rack

PL4121

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

BF29

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

D4121ST

Specific screen, transparent 48 x 40 cm (H x W)

TN4121

Specific engine guard, black

TL4121KIT

Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PL4121

HP4121

Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES4121

Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

02SKIT

KAWASAKI
05SKIT

KAWASAKI
432F

KAWASAKI
440F

12

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 14 cm higher than the original
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic
to be combined with S250 and PL4121 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

KLE 500 (91 > 00)

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

ER 5 500 (98 > 00)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

ER 5 500 (01 > 07)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

KAWASAKI

ER 6N / ER 6F 650 (05 > 08)

445FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

PLX445

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF04

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

T262

Specific holder for soft side bags

245N

Universal screen, black 33,5 x 29 cm (H x W)

KAWASAKI
449FZ

to be combined with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates / maximum load allowed 6 kg
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 445FZ / you must move the indicators from their original position

only for ER-6N / to be combined with the specific A445A fitting kit

ER-6N / ER-6F 650 (09 > 11)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / you need to remove
original grabrails

PLX449

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF04

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

TE266

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

247N

Specific screen, black 29 x 28,5 cm (H x W)

03SKIT

KAWASAKI

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 449FZ using the PLX449KIT / you must remove the original grabrails

only for ER-6N / only available if article A448A is already fitted

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

ER-6N / ER-6F 650 (12 > 16)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

4104FZ

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

PLX4104

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF04

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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TE4104

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

A4104

Specific screen, smoked 32 x 30 cm (H x W)

D4104S

only for version ER-6n / complete with specific fitting kit
s

only for version ER-6fThe S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM
(for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450)

KAWASAKI

ZZR 600 (93 > 01)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

423F

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

KAWASAKI

KLR 650 ENDURO (07 > 17)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

E581

MONOKEY® plate included
s

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® case

PL448

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

PL4112CAM

Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

408D

Specific screen, smoked 54 x 35 cm (H x W)

D408KIT

Specific fitting kit for 408D

TN421

Specific engine guard

KAWASAKI
447FZ
PL447

14

only for version ER-6f / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 10 cm higher than the original

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

03SKIT

E581M

Specific screen, smoked 50 x 40 cm (H x W)

18 mm diameter

to be combined with the specific D408KIT fitting kit / 23 cm higher than the original

25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

VERSYS 650 (06 > 09)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 447FZ using the PLX447KIT / you must move the indicators from their original position

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

PLX447

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

PLX447KIT

Specific kit to install the PL447 / PLX447 without the specific rear rack 447FZ

D405ST

Specific screen, transparent 46 x 44,5 cm (H x W)

MG4103

Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 447FZ using the PLX447KIT / you must move the indicators from their original position

to be mounted instead of the original screen

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

03SKIT

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

KAWASAKI

VERSYS 650 (10 > 14)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

451FZ

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

PL4103CAM

Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

PLR450

Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases

PLXR450

Specific rapid release side case holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

4103KIT

18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 451FZ using the 4103KIT
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 451FZ using the 450KIT / you must move the indicators from their original position
can be mounted without the specific rear rack 451FZ Monorack using the 450KIT / you must move the indicators from their original position

s

Specific kit to install the PL4103CAM without the specific rear rack 451FZ

450KIT

Specific kit to install the PLR450 / PLXR450 without the specific rear rack 451FZ

BF04

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

TE4103

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

D410ST

Specific screen, transparent 48 x 37 cm (H x W)

TN422

Specific engine guard

MG4103

Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 21 cm higher than the original
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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HP4103

Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES4103

Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

03SKIT

KAWASAKI
SR4114
PL4114

16

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

VERSYS 650 (15 > 17)

Specific rear chromed rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case

to be combined with the M5, M7, M8A or M8B MONOKEY® plate, or with the M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® plate, or with the aluminium bag holder EX2M
/ if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR4114 using the 4114KIT / To ensure the best visibility of the rear indicators mounted with the cases,
you need to relocate them by using kit IN4114KIT

PL4114CAM

Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE

PLX4114

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

4114KIT

Specific kit to install the PLX4114 / PL4114 / TE4114 without the specific rear rack SR4114

IN4114KIT

Specific kit to move the indicators to ensure the best visibility with the cases fitted.

TE4114

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

BF26

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

D4114ST

Specific screen, transparent, 53 x 44 cm (H x W)

D4105ST

Specific screen, transparent 49 x 48 cm (H x W)

D4122ST

Specific screen, transparent, 53 x 44 cm (H x W)

AF4105

Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension), width 48 cm

TN4114

Specific engine guard, black

18 mm diameter

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR4114 using the 4114KIT / you must move the indicators from their original position

It can only be mounted with SR4114 or 4114KIT
Compatible only with XS320 Tanklock bag

compatible from '15 to '16 / to be mounted instead of the original screen
compatible from '15 to '16 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16 cm higher than the original
compatible from 17 / to be mounted instead of the original screen
compatible from '15 to '16 / complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

PR4114

Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

MG4103

Specific ABS mudguard, black colour

RM01

Universal spray guard

RM02

Universal spray guard

RM4114KIT

Specific kit for spray guard RM01, RM02

LS4114

Specific fitting kit for S310, S320 or S321 spotlights where specific engine guard is not present

HP4103

Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES4103

Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB4114

Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L and GPS-Smartphone holder

05SKIT

KAWASAKI

It needs to be paired with the specific mounting kit (RM4114KIT)
It needs to be paired with the specific mounting kit (RM4114KIT)

Compatible with the original windshield and the windshield D4114ST / For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

VULCAN S 650 (15 > 17)

PL4115

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

TS4115B

Backrest with detachable small luggage carrier, black

KAWASAKI
D4119S

NINJA 650 (17)

Specific screen, smoked 44,5 x 33,5 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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KAWASAKI
4117FZ

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed
6 Kg

PLX4117

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

TE4117

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

BF28

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

A4117

Specific screen, smoked 28 x 33 cm (H x W)

PR4117

Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

KAWASAKI
436F

KAWASAKI
443FZ
05SKIT

KAWASAKI
448FZ

18

Z 650 (17)

complete with specific fitting kit

ZR 7 / ZR 7 S 750 (99 > 04)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

Z 750 (03 > 06)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed
6 kg

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

Z 750 (07 > 14)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed
6 Kg / you must move the indicators from their original position

BF04

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

TE265

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 448FZ using T265KIT / you must move the indicators from their original position

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

T265KIT

s

Specific kit to install the TE265 without the specific rear rack 448FZ
Specific screen, smoked 34 x 34 cm (H x W)

A446

complete with specific fitting kit

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

05SKIT

also for version Z750R (11 > 14) / The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450)

KAWASAKI

Z 750 S (05 > 07)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed
6 kg

444FZ

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

05SKIT

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

KAWASAKI

Z 800 (13 > 17)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed
6 Kg

4109FZ
BF04

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

TE4109

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

4109KIT

Specific kit to install the TE4109 without the specific rear rack 4109FZ

A4109

Specific screen, smoked 28 x 38 cm (H x W)

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 4109FZ using the 4109KIT

complete with specific fitting kit

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

02SKIT

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

KAWASAKI
A36
A37N

VN 800 CLASSIC (96 > 02)
s

Specific screen, transparent 40,7 x 41 cm (H x W)

low and transparent version / only available if article AS126A2 is already fitted

Specific screen, transparent 54 x 47,2 cm (H x W)

high and shaded bottom version / only available if article AS126A2 is already fitted

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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KAWASAKI

W 800 (11 > 17)

SR4101

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case

PL4101

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

A4101

Specific screen, smoked 37 x 33,5 cm (H x W)

TN4101

to be combined with the E251 MONOKEY® plate (sold separately), or with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top cases
not compatible with the side cases in aluminium DLM36 Trekker Dolomiti
complete with specific fitting kit
s

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

KAWASAKI

VN 900 CUSTOM / CLASSIC (06 > 17)

PL4102

20

25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

02SKIT

A36

Specific engine guard

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases
s

Specific screen, transparent 40,7 x 41 cm (H x W)

only for Classic version / to be combined with the specific AS128A2 fitting kit / low and transparent version

A37N

Specific screen, 54 x 47,2 cm (H x W)

AS128A2

Specific chromed rack for screen A36 and A37N

A23

Universal screen, 38,8 x 41 cm (H x W)

A35N

Universal screen, 54,9 x 46,8 cm (H x W)

AS100A2

Specific chromed fitting kit for A23 and A35N

A41N

Universal screen, 53,7 x 51,6 cm (H x W)

only for Classic version / to be combined with the specific AS128A2 fitting kit / high and shaded bottom version
only for Classic version

only for Custom version / to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / low, transparent version
only for Custom version / to be combined with the specific AS100A2 fitting kit / high and shaded bottom version
only for Custom version

only for Custom version / only available if article AS300A2 is already fitted / high and shaded bottom version

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

KAWASAKI
4118FZ

Z 900 (17)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed
6 Kg

TST4118

Specific holder for pair of side bags ST601 (Sport-T range)

4118KIT

Specific kit to install the TST4118 without the specific rear rack 4118FZ

BF29

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

A4118

Specific screen, smoked 37 x 32 cm (H x W)

PR4118

Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

HP4103

Specific hand protectors in ABS

KAWASAKI
BF04
05SKIT

KAWASAKI

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 4118FZ using the 4118KIT

complete with specific fitting kit

Z 900 RS (18)
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags
Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

also for version Z 900 RS CAFE / The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and
STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider 40/400/410/42/420/450)

KLV 1000 (04 > 10)

E528

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

E528M

Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case

PL528

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases

PLX528

Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

D260ST

Specific screen, transparent 57 x 48 cm (H x W)

MONOKEY® plate included

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case

compatible with models from '04 / to be mounted instead of the original screen / 18 cm higher than the original

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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AF260

Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 65 cm (12 cm of extension) width 44 cm

TN528

Specific engine guard

complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

KAWASAKI

VERSYS 1000 (12 > 14)

SR4105

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

SR4105M

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

SRA4105

MONOKEY® plate included

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case
s

PLXR4105

Specific rapid release side case holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

BF04

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

D4105ST

Specific screen, transparent 49 x 48 cm (H x W)

AF4105

Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension), width 48 cm

TN4105

Specific engine guard

ES4105

Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16 cm higher than the original
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

02SKIT

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

KAWASAKI

VERSYS 1000 (15 > 16)

SR4105

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

SR4105M

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

SRA4105
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Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

MONOKEY® plate included

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case
s

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

BF04

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

PLR4113

Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases

PLXR4113

Specific rapid release side case holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

D4113ST

Specific screen, transparent, 53 x 45 cm (H x W)

D4105ST

Specific screen, transparent 49 x 48 cm (H x W)

AF4105

Specific sliding wind-screen transparent, Airflow. Maximum height 52 cm (12 cm of extension), width 48 cm

TN4113

Specific engine guard, black

HP4103

Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES4105

Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

to be mounted instead of the original screen

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 16 cm higher than the original
complete with specific fitting kit / to be mounted instead of the original screen
25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

05SKIT

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

KAWASAKI

VERSYS 1000 (17)

SR4105

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

SR4105M

Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case

SRA4105

MONOKEY® plate included

to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case
s

Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top case

maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

PLR4120

Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases

BF04

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

D4120ST

Specific screen, transparent 53 x 48 cm (H x W)

to be mounted instead of the original screen / 20 cm higher than the original

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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TN4113

Specific engine guard, black

PR4120

Stainless steel specific radiator guard black painted

TL1146KIT

Specific kit to install the S250 Tool Box on PLR4120

HP4103

Specific hand protectors in ABS

ES4120

Specific support in aluminium and stainless steel to widen the surface support area of the original side stand

FB4120

Fairing upper bracket to be mounted behind the windshield to install S902A, S920M, S920L and GPS-Smartphone holder

05SKIT

KAWASAKI
448FZ

KAWASAKI
BF04

KAWASAKI
BF32

KAWASAKI
4100FZ
PLXR4100
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25 mm diameter steel tube / we recommend fitting by a qualified mechanic

to be combined with S250 and PLR4120 / it can can be mounted on either the right-hand side or left-hand side of the motorcycle

For S902A, S920M, S920L, S952B, S953B, S954B, S955B, S956B, S957B

Specific kit to mount the S900A Smart Bar or the S901A Smart Mount

The S901A is compatible with the supports SGZ39SM (for Garmin Zumo 345LM / 390LM/395LM/590LM/595LM) and STTR40SM (for Tom Tom Rider
40/400/410/42/420/450)

Z 1000 (07 > 09)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / maximum load allowed
6 Kg / you must move the indicators from their original position

Z 1000 (10 > 13)
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

Z 1000 (14 > 17)
Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

Z 1000 SX (11 > 16)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it is not compatible with
the original sidecase holder

Specific rapid release side case holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases
it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 4100FZ using the 4100KIT

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

4100KIT

Specific kit to install the PLXR4100 without the specific rear rack 4100FZ

TE4100

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

BF04

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

4100D

Specific screen, smoked 56 x 37 cm (H x W)

D4100KIT

KAWASAKI
4100FZ

compatible from 2010 to 2013

to be combined with the specific D4100KIT fitting kit / 14 cm higher than the original
s

Specific fitting kit for 4100D

Z 1000 SX (17)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / it is not compatible with
the original sidecase holder

PLXR4100

Specific rapid release side case holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

4100KIT

Specific kit to install the PLXR4100 without the specific rear rack 4100FZ

TE4100

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags

BF04

Specific flange for fitting the Tanklock tank bags

KAWASAKI

it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 4100FZ using the 4100KIT

ZRX 1100 / ZRX 1100 S (97 > 01)

433F

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

D174S

Specific screen, smoked 36,2 x 32,1 cm (H x W)

KAWASAKI
422F

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM / maximum load allowed 6 Kg
to be mounted instead of the original screen / for faired version

ZZR 1100 (93 > 01)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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KAWASAKI
441FZ
PL441

KAWASAKI
433F

KAWASAKI

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / you must remove the
grabrails, they are reproduced by the rack itself

Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases
it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 441FZ

ZRX 1200 (02)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

ZRX 1200 R (02)

433F

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

D174S

Specific screen, smoked 36,2 x 32,1 cm (H x W)

KAWASAKI
433F

KAWASAKI

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM / maximum load allowed 6 Kg
to be mounted instead of the original screen / for faired version

ZRX 1200 S (01 > 02)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM / maximum load allowed 6 Kg

GTR 1400 (07 > 15)

SR410

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case

D407ST

Specific screen, transparent 58 x 53 cm (H x W)

KAWASAKI
PLX446

KAWASAKI
4106FZ
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ZZR 1200 (02 > 05)

MONOKEY® plate included

8,5 cm higher than the original (07 > 09) / 2,5 cm higher than the original (10) / to be mounted instead of the original screen

ZZR 1400 / ZX 14 (06 > 11)
Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases

ZZR 1400 (12 > 17)

Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case

to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5, M7, M8A or M8B plates, or with the MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates, or with the aluminium bag holder
EX2M / if combined with M8A, M8B it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case

EXPLORE. ENJOY.

TE4106
D4106S

Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags
s

Specific screen, smoked 42 x 36 cm (H x W)
to be mounted instead of the original screen

EXPLORE. ENJOY.
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HEADQUARTERS:
GIVI Srl _Flero (BS) Italy
Fax +39 030 35 80 518
info@givi.it _www.givi.it

UK:
GIVI UK LTD
Ph. (01327) 706220 _Fax (01327) 706239
info@givi.co.uk _www.givi.co.uk

BRASIL:
GIVI DO BRASIL LTDA
Ph. +55 12 3644 8025 _Fax +55 12 3644 8029
info@givi.com.br _www.givi.com.br

USA:
GIVI USA INC
East Coast _Ph. (704) 679 4123
West Coast _Ph. (775) 359 0900
info@giviusa.com _www.giviusa.com

FRANCE:
GIVI CONCESS. FRANCE
Ph. (04) 72 25 79 41 _Fax (04) 72 25 03 73
givi.france@givi.fr _www.givi.fr
GERMANY:
GIVI DEUTSCHLAND GmbH
Ph. (0) 911 955100 _Fax (0) 911 5861322
office@givi-deutschland.de _www.givi.de
MALAYSIA:
GIVI ASIA SDN BHD
Ph. (603) 6028 3800 _Fax (603) 6028 1300
enquiry@givi.com.my _www.givi.com.my
SPAIN:
GIVI CONCESSIONAIRES IBERICA S.L.U.
Ph. (93) 8906820 _Fax (93) 8906202
givi@givi.es _www.givi.es

VIETNAM:
GIVI VIETNAM CO. LTD.
Ph. +84 72 3769137 _Fax +84 72 3769120
info@givi.com.vn _www.givi.com.vn
INDONESIA:
PT GIVI INDONESIA
Ph. +6221 7588 2582 _Fax +6221 7588 2431
info@givi.co.id _ www.givi.co.id
CHINA:
DONGGUAN GIVI TRADING CO. LTD.
Ph. + 86 769 22992660 _Fax+86 769 22992680
office@givicn.com _ www.givimoto.com

